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"Most adults say they enjoy entertaining people in their
home—an attitude that has remained constant for more

than a decade. In the last three years, a substantial 77% of
adults have hosted a party in their home. Informal

gatherings are far more prevalent than formal parties, with
44% participation compared to 17%."

- Dana Macke, Associate Director, Lifestyles &
Leisure

This report looks at the following areas:

• The stress factor
• Cost and cleanup also burden the party host
• Parents are key to informal market
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Figure 25: Types of parties hosted, April 2018

Is group video chat the new iGen party option?

Experience a house party with strangers
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Cleanup is the biggest challenge for party hosts
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Pinterest use driven by women
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Figure 35: Sources of party inspiration, by age, April 2018
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Figure 36: Retail locations for party supplies, April 2018

Partiers looking for snacks at mass merchandisers
Figure 37: Retail locations for party supplies – Food items, by retailer, April 2018

Party stores capture party goods, but mass merchandisers close behind
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